Theme:
Letter:
Shape:
Color:

Groundhog Day/My Team
Err
Square

Hearts Of Love
Hz
Pink
Week 2

Week 1

Science & Nature

We will put an egg in soda to see what We will mix colors together to make
happens, make toothpaste to try to

pink paint, dye a flower, sink or float

clean the egg and learn how to floss!

hearts, and make heart etches.

We will learn our new sight word "I",

Language

play "Igloo I", work with beginning
sounds, I wall chart, and pick our
favorite stories to read during circle.

We will learn our new sight word "run",
read "Berenstain Bears Visit the
Dentist", "The Tooth Book", "Mooses
Loose Tooth", and review our previous
sight words.

We will count sides on a square, decide

Cognitive and Math

We will work with the number 8 by

if the sides are the same length or

tracing, grouping, counting and finding different, count the corners on a
it.

square, match by sizes, and go on a
square hunt.

Fun Fitness

Creative Sides

We will do morning stretches, ladder

We will do a tooth toss, morning

bean bags, "Doctor Says", "Say

stretches, pretend to be a tooth brush,

Cheese" and yoga.

and relax with yoga.

We will do ice cube rubbings, insect
head bands, ink blots, inch worm art,
and free art.

Nutrition
Review
Triangle

We will paint a tooth white, make a
mouth, decorate paint brushes, make
happy and sad teeth and show our
creative sides with free art.

Life Skills/Manners

safety, doctors, dentists and how we
should behave with these people.

We will review our manner cards and
practice buttoning our jackets

We will build a healthy food pyramid,

We will play a game called "Stay in the

paint bread and toast, make trail mix,

cross walk", discuss how to put out fire,

discuss what is in our food, and make a

show our different finger prints, and talk

salad.

about who takes care of us.

We will learn our new sight word "Zoo", We will review sight words, read "The
play games such as "Zip for Z", read

Very Hungry Caterpillar", "Crunch

"The Valentine Bear", and "Bee My

Munch", "The Little Red Hen" and pick

Valentine"

our favorite stories to read during circle.

We will work on the number seven,

We will discuss how many sides and

counting in Spanish and English, group

corners are on a triangle. use measuring

things by seven, matching seven items,

cups, count raisins in our trail mix, and go

and sort by size.

on a triangle hunt.

We will make our hearts beat faster
while doing activities such as morning
stretches, jumping jacks, heart tosses,
jumping beans and yoga.

We will make sparkly hearts, sponge
paint kissing fish, paper Mache hearts,
and free art.

using words please and thank you, we
will learn "careful and please " in sign
and Spanish, talk about sharing, and
listening politely.

We will discuss who takes care of our

Social Studies

We will discuss what police officers,

teeth, what isn't good for our teeth,

fire fighters, doctors, and dentists do "Kids love to brush", baby and adult
and medicine.

teeth, and have a "Tooth Fell Out!"
puppet show.

Writing/Word Recognition

Character Building Blocks

We will trace our names, upper and

We will trace our names, upper and

lowercase I, and slanted lines.

lowercase letter R and a square.

This week we will be working on being
fair and taking turns

This week we will be working on
teamwork through various group
projects

Black
Week 4

Week 3

We will practice zipping our zippers,
We will discuss stranger danger, fire

Community Helpers
Ii

We will do morning stretches, neck rolls,
egg races, "Fruit, Fruit, Vegetable" and
yoga!

We will make a good foods collage, fruit
basket, grapes, bean art, and free art.

We will discuss washing our hands, using
forks, cleaning our faces after eating.
not eating food off the floor, and review
our manner cards

We will learn how to say the phrase "I

We will discuss where veggies come

love you" in Spanish "Te Amo", French

from, how fruit grows, what plants need

"Je t'aime", German "Ich Libe Dich",

to grow, where to buy healthy food, and

and Chinese "wo ai ni"

who grows our healthy food.

We will trace our names, upper and
lowercase letter Z and white board
writing.

We will trace our names, upper and
lowercase letter M and trace a triangle.

We will be working on being honest and We will be working on generosity and
telling the truth

giving to our friends

